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A B S T R A C T

The matching of a particle beam to specific transverse parameters, imposed by various operational, functional
and diagnostic reasons, is an essential procedure in most types of accelerators. While well-established methods
can easily match beams of negligible self fields, their accuracy is significantly reduced in the presence of strong
space-charge forces. In a pursuit of time-efficient matching solutions for space-charge influenced beams, two
approaches are demonstrated in this paper: a faster and more approximative one for symmetric beam transport
along periodic and dense lattices, and a more analytic one for broader beam and lattice conditions. Beam
dynamics simulations and experimental measurements are used to validate the performance of the suggested
methods for the matching requirements of the transverse phase–space tomography at the Photo Injector Test
Facility at DESY, Zeuthen site (PITZ).

1. Introduction

The operation of most linear and circular particle accelerators
requires specific transverse beam parameters to be delivered at certain
locations of the beamline. Furthermore, various applications, diagnos-
tics and experiments impose additional constraints on the beam
specifications. For example, the tomography of the transverse phase-
space is optimized when the beam projections are captured at specific
phase-advance values [1], a condition often connected with the delivery
of certain incoming Courant–Snyder parameters [2]. The measurement
of the longitudinal phase space with a transverse deflecting cavity is
improved when a 90° phase advance between the cavity and the
measurement station is achieved and the beam size at both locations
is minimized [3]. Matching is also necessary for the injection of a beam
into undulators used for free-electron-laser (FEL) radiation production
[4], as well as into novel accelerating channels, such as plasma wake-

field accelerators [5].
In order to achieve these requirements, focusing elements with

adjustable strengths are employed in a procedure called beam match-
ing. Specialized software packages are typically used to calculate
suitable matching solutions for the fundamental beam dynamics, with
the Methodical Accelerator Design (MAD) code [6] being one of the
most widespread choices. On the other hand, for applications involving
compressed beam dimensions, relatively low energies and high peak
currents (photo-injectors, bunch-compressor exits, etc.), the perfor-
mance of a matching routine depends on the proper consideration of
the Coulomb repulsion among the beam's particles, namely the space-
charge force.

While the matching of space-charge influenced beams in many
facilities is progressively achieved by iterative trials during operation, a
more effective strategy is desired. Especially for machines like the
Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY, Zeuthen site (PITZ) [7] where no
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standard mode of operation exists and the machine parameters change
constantly, the matching requirements need to be achieved within the
short measurement time which is available for each working point of
the machine. Since the existing simulation codes with the most realistic
beam-dynamics modelling require long computational times for the
general case of non-symmetric beams, more approximative—yet accu-
rate—solutions have to be discovered.

This article presents a comprehensive and systematic study,
accommodated by simulations and measurements, on how to efficiently
include the effect of space charge in the beam matching. Depending on
the matching specifications, i.e. the magnetic lattice and the beam
parameters and constraints, different approaches are followed to
combine reasonable precision with time optimization. The following
cases are addressed:

• matching of the phase advance or the rms envelope along periodic
lattices of dense focusing (Section 2)

• matching or injection of specific transverse beam parameters along
irregular lattices (Section 3).

Both of the above are utilized in the transverse Phase Space
Tomography (PST) measurement at PITZ [8,9], making it suitable as
a case study. PITZ is a research and development accelerator facility,
which mainly focuses on testing, characterizing and optimizing photo-
injectors, which are used as high-brightness electron sources at short-
wavelength FELs. Equipped with an L-band normal-conducting RF gun
and an additional booster cavity, it is able to accelerate electron
bunches of 2–24 ps FWHM duration and up to 4 nC charge to an
energy up to 25 MeV. It is numerous and versatile diagnostics allow a
detailed measurement of the 6-D phase space at various locations along
the beamline [10].

2. Matching along periodic and dense lattices

The transport lines in various machines are designed to provide a
beam propagation with well-defined specifications, typically an average
transverse size or phase-advance increment per lattice cell. When
certain conditions apply to such lattices, the beam dynamics without
and with the linear space-charge force can be directly correlated. This
enables matching codes without any space-charge consideration to
provide matching solutions valid for space-charge influenced beams.
The theory describing this correlation is summarized below, together
with the suggested matching method and its application to the PST
lattice at PITZ. The non-linear component of space charge tends to be
negligible for such lattices, which usually accommodate quasi-frozen
beams.

2.1. Integrating the smooth-approximation theory into non-space-
charge matching codes

The dynamics of long round beams with uniform charge distribu-
tion and fixed energy along periodic lattices have been studied in
details by Reiser [11]. The main point of his so-called smooth-
approximation theory is that periodic lattices of dense focusing are
able to accommodate a constant average transverse beam size in the
presence of linear internal and external electromagnetic fields, by
achieving an equilibrium between the two. This beam size, mentioned
as the matched beam solution, is preserved as long as it is considerably
less than the cell length, its initial slope is zero and the phase advance
per cell is less than 90° in the absence of space charge. Since the model
uses only linear forces, it assumes a constant beam emittance along
propagation. Some basic formulas of the theory's consequences are
summarized in the following paragraph.

For a beam with a constant effective (or 4-rms) geometrical
emittance ϵ = 4ϵrms, the matched beam solution in terms of 2-rms
beam size a a= 2 rms is given by:

ka = ϵ,2 (1)

where k represents the mean value of the net focusing strength
(including the effect of space charge), which is connected to the
external focusing strength k0 via

k k K
a

= − ,0
2

2 (2)

with K being the generalized beam perveance. The last formula already
offers a link between the transverse dynamics with and without the
contribution of space charge. Using the dimensionless parameter u:

u K
k

=
2 ϵ0 (3)

it is then possible to express the beam's transverse parameters to their
non-space-charge components (or zero-current equivalents, denoted
with the subscript 0), which are determined only by the external forces.
Specifically, the phase advance of each period ϕ, the mean β-function β
and the α-function at the locations where β β= [9] are given by:

ϕ ϕ u u β β u u α α u u= ( + 1 − ), = ( + + 1 ), = ( + + 1 ).0
2

0
2

0
2 (4)

With the help of the above equations, the transverse matching can
be performed by software routines which neglect space charge (e.g.
MAD), provided that the zero-current components of the involved
beam parameters are used. The predicted solutions (focusing strength,
drift length) will still hold in the presence of self fields, when the actual
(space-charge equivalent) beam parameters are considered.

When k0 is used as a matching variable instead of the lattice length
S, it is more convenient to eliminate the first in the expression of the u
parameter, using [11]:

∫ϕ
β

z S
β

Sk= 1 d = = .
z

z S

0

+

0 0
0

(5)

By combining the above equations, ϕ0 can be calculated as [9]

ϕ ϕ KS ϕ= +
ϵ

,0
2

(6)

suggesting that for a lattice of constant period length, the description of
the space-charge density is given by the generalized perveance and the
emittance of the beam. The performance of this approach using the
MAD software is demonstrated below for the phase-advance matching
at PITZ.

2.2. Phase-advance matching at PITZ

The standard PST measurement at PITZ utilizes three FODO cells
(a sequence of quadrupole magnets with alternating polarity separated
by equal drift spaces) with the requirement of a 45° phase advance per
cell. The effective length of the quadrupoles is 43 mm and the drift
space 337 mm, giving a total cell length of 760 mm (more details in
[12]). The typical beam parameters create considerable self fields along
the PST lattice, where the steep phase-advance increment opposes a
transport with very small transverse dimensions [13].

In this study, an electron beam with 1 nC charge, 22 ps duration
and 25 MeV/c momentum is matched with MAD to the requirements
of the PST lattice, without and with the space-charge consideration. For
the latter case, a small (1.1 mm mrad) and a large (3.3 mm mrad) value
of normalized rms emittance (ε) is considered for both transverse
planes. Given the beam parameters, the lattice length and the require-
ment of ϕ=45° per cell, ϕ0 is calculated from Eq. (6) and passed as a
matching constraint to MAD. The resulting matching solution (quad-
rupole strength and zero-current β0- and α0-value in the middle of the
drift lengths), together with the corresponding β- and α-parameters are
presented in Table 1, with the zero-current case represented on top,
with a dash in the emittance column.

As expected, stronger focusing is predicted with increasing space-
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charge density and additionally a smaller β0 and a bigger α0. The
calculation of the corresponding Courant–Snyder parameters show
that the β-function remains practically unchanged regardless the
space-charge conditions while a slightly bigger α-function is needed
as the space-charge density increases.

The performance of the space-charge matching in comparison to
the zero-current approach was evaluated using the ASTRA tracking
code [14], which offers a detailed simulation of the beam dynamics,
including the self fields. As a figure of merit, the phase-advance
mismatch ϕΔ delivered at the end of each cell with respect to the
target value is presented in Tables 2 and 3 for each studied emittance
value respectively.

Significant cumulative mismatches are observed when space charge
is neglected, up to 38° for the smaller emittance beam which is subject
to stronger self fields. On the other side, the space-charge compensat-
ing matching practically eliminates the phase-advance mismatch,
reducing it below 5°, which is a value created by the fringe fields of
the magnets [9]. The scaling predicted by the smooth-approximation
theory, as formulated by the u factor, proves to be consistent for both
space-charge densities.

The big advantage of this method is the combination of accuracy
and computational speed: the scaling of the parameters and the
matching with MAD yields almost instant results. However the strict
conditions required by this analysis are not met in more general cases,
where lattices of aperiodic and sparse focusing are used to match
asymmetric beams. More detailed models are then needed for a
satisfactory prediction of the beam dynamics, as presented in the
following section.

3. Matching along irregular and sparse lattices

In general, injection lines neither provide a dense periodic focusing
nor do they accommodate a symmetric and smooth beam transport.
Under such conditions, the defocusing effect of space charge is just a
part of its implications to the transverse dynamics. A critical conse-
quence of the self fields becomes then the correlated growth of the
projected emittance, an effect which has been measured to be dominant
along the matching lattice of PITZ [15]. A short explanation of this
phenomenon and a tool able to compensate its effect are presented
below.

3.1. Matching combined with emittance compensation

As firstly described by Carlsten [16] and thoroughly characterized
by Serafini and Rosenzweig [17], a space-charge influenced particle
bunch shall not be treated as a whole, but its inhomogeneity along the
longitudinal axis has to be taken into account. Even in the case of a
longitudinally uniform charge distribution, the longitudinal depen-
dence of the transverse self fields [18] creates focusing conditions
which can be considered practically constant only along thin slices of
the bunch. Due to this coupling between the longitudinal and the
transverse planes, a distinction between sliced and projected (overall)
beam dynamics is necessary.

With the different longitudinal slices being subject to different
focusing, they end up having different transverse properties. The result
is a diffusion of the transverse phase-space along the bunch length,
which appears as an increase of the projected emittance, regardless of
the much lower emittance of the individual slices. This so-called
correlated growth of the projected emittance is a common issue
especially in photo-injectors and is overcome via a procedure known
as emittance compensation. The latter includes a proper adjustment of
the external focusing (typically a solenoid) in order to align the phase-
space portraits of the slices and thus minimize the projected emittance
in a specific location downstream.

The growth of the projected emittance has a crucial impact on the
matching efficiency, since it directly affects the beam transport and the
delivered parameters. For this reason, matching codes which assume a
constant beam emittance (e.g. MAD) are not able to deliver accurate
results in such cases. Moreover, the matching goals are expected to be
delivered all along the bunch length, rather than in just parts of it or
averaged over a longitudinally incoherency. Therefore, an effective
matching procedure needs to additionally perform emittance compen-
sation—extended into the 2-D symmetry plane for compliance with the
quadrupole fields and the matching constraints. These exact features
are implemented in the Space Charge Optimizer code, as explained
below.

3.2. The space charge optimizer code

Based on the theoretical work of Miginsky [19], Matveenko and
Bondarenko developed the Space Charge Optimizer (SCO) software
[20] in order to provide a 2D-emittance compensation scheme for the
injector of the Berlin Energy Recovery Linac Project, bERLinPro, at
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. SCO resembles in its operation most of the
common tracking and matching codes: it requires an input beam, a
beamline description and a definition of the matching requirements. Its
major advantage though is that the input beam is not treated as a
whole, but is divided into a user-defined number of longitudinal slices.
For each of these slices, the beam envelope equation for both
transverse planes is solved numerically, including the linear self fields.
In this way, each longitudinal slice contributes to the calculation of the
projected emittance, yielding very fast results in the same time. This
approach is very similar to the one followed by HOMDYN [21], a code
developed to match photo-injector beams into further accelerating
stages.

Table 1
Matching solutions for the studied emittance cases with the corresponding beam
parameters.

ε (μm rad) k0 (m
−2) β x y0 , (m) α x y0 , u βx y, (m) αx y,

— 48.8 1.00 ± 1.13 0.00 1.00 ± 1.13
3.3 52.5 0.93 ± 1.14 0.08 1.00 ± 1.23
1.1 59.2 0.83 ± 1.17 0.21 1.02 ± 1.44

Table 2
Phase-advance mismatch at the end of each FODO cell when matching a beam of
ε = 1.1 mm·mrad without and with the consideration of space charge.

ϕΔ after cell:

#1 #2 #3

x-plane
Matching without space charge −3.1° −16.9° −34.5°
Matching with space charge 0.9° 0.9° −1.2°

y-plane
Matching without space charge −4.7° −20.2° −37.8°
Matching with space charge −1.9° −4.5° −3.6°

Table 3
Phase-advance mismatch at the end of each FODO cell when matching a beam of
ε = 3.3 mm mrad without and with the consideration of space charge.

ϕΔ after cell:

#1 #2 #3

x-plane
Matching without space charge −1.4° −7.9° −15.9°
Matching with space charge −0.1° −1.4° −3.4°

y-plane
Matching without space charge −2.2° −9.8° −17.4°
Matching with space charge −1.1° −3.7° −4.9°
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For the calculation of the matching solution, SC uses an iterative
algorithm which seeks to minimize the user-influenced cost function,
while tracking each intermediate result. The parameters which can be
given as constraints currently are the projected emittance, the α- and β-
functions of both transverse planes at the end of the lattice, as well as
the maximum transverse rms size along the whole lattice. Various
optimization options are available in order to vary the accuracy of the
result, in the expense of computational complexity.

The capabilities of SCO fit exactly to the needs of the matching
section at PITZ. Its performance is demonstrated below, using simu-
lated and experimental data.

3.3. Validation with experimental results and simulations at PITZ

The matching section at PITZ consists of a series of quadrupoles,
positioned in a non-regular way among the diagnostics of the high-
energy section. For the case of the PST measurements in 2015, nine
quadrupole magnets were utilized between the first transverse phase-
space measurement station (z=5.3 m) and the entrance of the PST
lattice (z=13.0 m), as schematically shown in Fig. 1. An additional
measurement station is located after the fourth quadrupole, employing
the slit-scan measurement technique just like the first station. The
matching aim is to reach the Courant–Snyder parameters shown in
Table 1 at the entrance of the PST lattice, while minimizing the
projected emittance in the same time.

The SCO software was used to match a beam of 21.0 MeV/c
momentum and 500 pC bunch charge, generated with 12 ps FWHM
long laser pulses of Gaussian profile. For the description of the input
beam, the transverse projected rms moments were measured at the
beginning of the matching lattice (z=5.3 m), after tuning the machine
settings to approach emittance compensation at that location (the
strength of the solenoid in the low-energy section was tuned to the
value which minimized the measured projected emittance). In this way,
the measured parameters (first column in Table 4) are assumed to
characterize every longitudinal slice of the bunch. Using optimization
parameters which by experience achieve satisfactory convergence
relatively quickly (< 20 min with a conventional computer), SCO
calculated the solution plotted in Fig. 2a.

An off-line simulation of this solution with ASTRA, using a
distribution of 5·105 macroparticles with gaussian profile (upper left
plots in Figs. 3 and 4) and a 3-D space-charge grid of 25 ×25 × 29,
yields the transport plotted in Fig. 2b after ∼3.5 h simulation time. The
resulting peaks correspond to the known feature of the emittance

calculation within quadrupoles by ASTRA [14] and should be ignored.
A remarkable similarity is observed between the results of the two
tracking methods despite their incomparable difference in simulation
speed, indicating the minor effect of the non-linear space-charge forces
in the overall beam dynamics. Complementary simulations with bunch
charges from 100 pC to 1 nC support this observation [9].

This agreement is confirmed by the measured trace-space portraits
using the slit-scan technique (2nd station) and the tomographic
reconstruction (3rd station), which are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 for
each transverse plane alongside with the simulation results from
ASTRA. Taking into account the approximative representation of the
measured distribution in the simulation, the evolution of the trace
space follows quite closely the predicted one. The measurement results
at the last station, which employs the PST technique with four
projection screens, have to undergo a 10% intensity cut in order to
diminish the reconstruction artefacts without compromising the main
beam features, according to empirical and simulation studies [8,22].
Apart from that, the beam widening measured at this location is due to
the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the PST measurement [8], making it
more susceptible to the beam halo, which grows downstream and has
not been included in the ideal distribution of the simulation.

In more quantitative terms, Table 4 summarizes the simulated and
measured beam parameters. A reasonable accordance is observed
between the simulated and the measured Twiss parameters at both
locations and transverse planes. The delivered mismatch is considered
well acceptable and by far better than in the case of constant-emittance
approaches, when it can climb up to several hundreds per cent even
when the self fields are included. This result becomes even more
important when taking into consideration the relatively short time of
the matching optimization and the machine imperfections during the
measurement (instability of the cooling system, strong inhomogeneity
of the transverse laser profile, not optimized beam trajectory). When
focusing on the value of the normalized emittance, the agreement
between simulation and measurement is not as good as for the other
two parameters, especially at the final location. Besides the different
measurement technique and the contribution of the beam halo
explained above, this discrepancy is intensified by the approximation
of the initial beam distribution in the simulation, which neglects the
irregularities of the actual trace space and thus suppresses potential
sources of emittance growth such as the transverse coupling, non-
linear fields, etc.

4. Conclusions

The incorporation of space charge into the transverse beam
matching in a time-efficient way has been addressed in this article.
Depending on the complexity of the boundary conditions, two different
approaches were suggested and evaluated with simulated and experi-
mental data from PITZ. For symmetrical stationary beams propagating
along lattices of periodic and dense focusing, traditional matching
codes with no space-charge consideration can be combined with the
smooth-approximation theory to match the phase advance or the rms
envelope almost instantly. For more general lattice and beam condi-

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the matching lattice used for the PST measurement at PITZ.
Nine matching quadrupoles are located among three transverse emittance measurement
stations, the longitudinal position of which is indicated on the coordinate axis below.

Table 4
Transverse beam parameters along the matching lattice of PITZ according to SCO, ASTRA and the measurement, including the statistical errors.

Measurement station 1 Measurement station 2 Measurement station 3

Measured SCO ASTRA Measured SCO ASTRA Measured

βx (m) 6.67 ± 0.35 2.08 1.99 2.83 ± 0.11 0.91 1.01 0.78 ± 0.02
αx −0.90 ± 0.15 1.09 1.16 1.42 ± 0.10 1.13 0.96 0.70 ± 0.02

εn x, (mm mrad) 0.81 ± 0.03 0.86 0.85 0.94 ± 0.04 0.83 0.85 1.96 ± 0.03

βy (m) 8.54 ± 0.95 4.83 4.80 5.51 ± 0.37 1.03 1.10 1.07 ± 0.01
αy −0.60 ± 0.39 2.29 2.39 3.13 ± 0.14 −1.12 −1.15 −1.09 ± 0.02

εn y, (mm mrad) 0.88 ± 0.02 0.92 0.91 1.25 ± 0.07 0.89 0.90 1.44 ± 0.02
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the β-function (top), α-function (middle) and normalized emittance (bottom) of the horizontal (blue line) and the vertical plane (red line) along the matching lattice,
according to SCO (left) and ASTRA (right). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 3. Simulated (top) and measured (bottom) horizontal trace-space distributions at the three measurement stations. The colour code represents normalized charge density
(maximum is red, minimum is violet). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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tions, the implementation of the linear self fields on a longitudinally
sliced bunch offered by the SCO software is able to match specific beam
parameters with acceptable accuracy in a reasonable time frame. The
derived results can be especially useful for machines and applications
which require beam matching and 2-D emittance compensation under
high intensities and condensed beam dimensions, such as photo-
injectors, bunch compression regions and undulator entrances.
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Fig. 4. Simulated (top) and measured (bottom) vertical trace-space distributions at the three measurement stations. The colour code represents normalized charge density (maximum is
red, minimum is violet). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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